
 Voice of the Voiceless  

No to Gandhi and Azania  

   Waamo Intellectual Council was designed to safeguard and be the voice of the voiceless in 

Waamo region. Today Waamo Intellectual council is revealing condemnation II to those who 

assembled Azania state. Waamo Intellectual Council condemns whoever attempts to divide, 

invade and destroy the dignity of Waamo indigenous!  

In this case Mr. Gandhi who is a self-appointed person is trying to snip something that does not 

belong to him. He organized a conference by the help of Kenyan officials whom he has a clan 

relationship. These officials gathered innocent people from different parts of Kenya. Although 

they didn’t realize that most of the waamo descendants are now refugees living in Kenya. So 

this action reveals Gandhi’s political mongering and desperateness for power. He used by any 

means in order to full field his ambiguous agenda.  

  Waamo intellectual council has come to realize Gandhis' ultimate Agenda which is to rule 

Waamo people without getting a consent, consideration and consultation from the very 

intellectuals of this region. Nevertheless he uses tactics to manipulate innocent people such as 

oppression and intimidation so as to make up. According to individuals associated with Waamo 

intellectual council who are currently in Nairobi says that they cannot even criticize or say any 

word to oppose what is going on, let alone discussing the agenda behind Azania state.  

In addition to that Gandhi deliberately refused to listen to their point views so that no one 

could discuss the issue. Moreover people were terrorized and intimidated by using Kenyan 



officials. Hence looking all these allegations, one could argue that such authoritarian mine set 

should not invade Waamo inhabitant. Finally our condemnations are based on fact finding and 

reality on the ground. Thus Waamo indigenous from both in the country and diaspora are 

saying no to Gandhi’s self-arrogance. 

1-No to administration that was assemble without the consideration of Waamo indigenous  

2- No to administration that was assembled outside the country 

3-No to Azania State (foreign name) 

4-No to foreign ideology 

5-No to oppressing freedom of speech 

Gudoomiyaha Ururka Aqoonyahanada Reer Waamo 
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